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**Abstract**

The past two decades have witnessed the rapid and global diffusion of digitally-based devices, technologies, and services, ranging from the multiple variants of computer-mediated communication (CMC), now known primarily in the form of the Web and the Internet, to smartphones, cameras, and other devices designed to work more or less seamlessly with contemporary communication technologies. As a result, our ethical landscapes have likewise dramatically changed, where such landscapes include as a first level the sorts of ethical issues and challenges we face: this is to say, while many issues are familiar from earlier times and communication technologies, the new landscapes include often distinctively novel challenges in the domains of privacy, copyright, violence in games, easy access to pornography, etc. But these landscapes incorporate still more fundamentally the ethical frameworks that may be enlisted to resolving specific ethical challenges (e.g., whether consequentialism, deontology, virtue ethics, and/or other frameworks – level 2). These landscapes further include the still more foundational – but thereby more subtle and more complex – assumptions at work regarding our sense of identity or selfhood, and what sorts of relationships, including relationships entailing ethical norms and obligations, such identity and selfhood may hold with Others (level 3). Finally, to state the obvious: especially these latter levels, at least on first glance, manifest great, if not irresoluble, differences and diversity as digital media put us in touch with more or less the entire range of global cultures. The uncomfortable result is that digital media ethics confronts us with often distinctively novel challenges – not only on the first level of specific ethical issues (e.g., privacy, copyright, etc.), but at the more foundational levels of ethical frameworks and the most difficult questions of human identity. Especially in the global context facilitated by new communication technologies – in all three levels, we are confronted with events and challenges that throw much, if not all, of our earlier assumptions and approaches up in the air.
As I will argue in my presentation, the good news is that we can point to emerging agreements cross-culturally regarding central ethical challenges posed by digital media, beginning with contemporary debates concerning privacy (level 1). This is in part because of a growing turn to virtue ethics – an ethics that is distinctive for both its global scope (i.e., it is more or less universally shared across cultures) and its pluralistic structure – i.e., one that holds shared norms together with diverse interpretations or applications of those norms that thereby preserve local cultural values and practices (level 2).

These considerations, however, lead us into the more foundational matter of how our ethical responses depend upon two distinct sets of assumptions regarding selfhood and identity (level 3). The first of these, an atomistic or individual self, is both characteristic of modern ethics (consequentialism and deontology) and modern politics (specifically, the liberal-democratic state), and appears to be closely correlated with the communication technologies of literacy and print (so Foucault’s “technologies of the self”). The second, a relational or “smeared-out” self, correlates more closely with what Walter Ong identified as orality and the secondary orality of electric media. Especially given the correlation between oral cultures and hierarchical/authoritarian regimes, I will argue by way of conclusion that our most important ethical – indeed, political – choice with regard to digital media is how far we will use these media in ways that preserve individual selfhood as requisite for liberal-democratic regimes, and how far we may “amuse ourselves to [political] death” (so Neil Postman, 1984) by allowing new media usages to eclipse literacy, print, and the sense of self they foster.
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